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Select Private Company Shares Trading Below 409a Valuations Show 

Need for Companies to Rethink Employee Compensation
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Latest 409a Valuation

Note: 409a valuations represent independent reviews of the fair market value (FMV) of a private company's 
common stock. 409a valuations are used by private companies to determine employee option exercise prices.



409a valuations used include confirmed 409a valuations reported on by media as well as valuations provided by 
third party sources. 

The private secondary market selloff has led to multiple Unicorns trading below 
their 409a valuations - leading to many consequences for employees:
 Historically 409a valuations are at 40% - 60% discounts to last primary round, a benefit 

for employees coming in and being able to exercise stock options at this discount.
 Now employees receiving stock options own options that are struck above current 

prices, meaning they must pay more than the stock is actually worth to access it
 Companies may now be forced to issue additional RSUs and stock grants or offer 

additional cash to bridge this fall in compensation and to retain top talent.

Caplight offers solutions to hedge single name stock exposure. If you are looking 
to hedge your private market portfolio, sign up at Caplight:


https://www.caplight.com/

Opportunities offered on the platform are organized by Caplight Advisors LLC which may consist of investments into 
private companies which may be more volatile and have little or no liquidity. At times, these private companies may 
acquire derivative-like financial products, including call and put options. By entering into such transactions, investors 
acknowledge that they understand the risks associated with these financial products. All information available on the 
Caplight platform is for illustrative purposes only, may not be representative of market conditions, and may not be 
relied upon for any purpose.



Market updates and news are curated by Caplight Technologies Inc., (“Caplight Technologies”) and may not include 
all information that would be relevant to investors. Investments in private companies are not expected to behave like 
publicly traded companies or derivatives thereof. Caplight Technologies does not provide investment, tax, or legal 
advice. Caplight Technologies does not offer securities, brokerage services, or derivatives products and does not 
maintain registrations with any regulatory body in any jurisdiction including, but not limited to, the Securities and 
Exchange Commission and FINRA. Any securities offered are offered through Caplight Markets LLC, member FINRA/
SIPC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Caplight Technologies Inc. Neither Caplight Technologies nor Capital Markets 
LLC, nor Caplight Advisors LLC will be held responsible for the decisions you make to buy, sell, or hold based on the 
information provided on the Caplight platform.



The information herein is provided as-is , without warranties of any kind.



Caplight disclaims all warranties, express or implied, of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and 
noninfringement
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